Abstract In order to evaluate and develop mission concepts for a search for Terrestrial Exoplanets, we have prepared a list of potential target systems. In this paper we present and discuss the criteria for selecting potential target stars suitable for the search for Earth like planets, with a special emphasis on the aspects of the habitable zone for these stellar systems. Planets found within these zones would be potentially able to host complex life forms. We derive a final target star sample of potential target stars, the Darwin All Sky Star Catalogue (DASSC). The DASSC contains a sample of 2303 identified objects of which 284 are F, 464 G, 883 K, 615 M type stars and 57 stars without B-V index. Of these objects 949 objects are flagged in the DASSC as multiple systems, resulting in 1229 single main sequence stars of which 107 are F, 235 are G, 536 are K, and 351 are M type. We derive configuration dependent sub-catalogues from the DASSC for two technical designs, the initial baseline design and the advanced Emma design as well as a catalogue using an inner working angle cut off. We discuss the selection criteria, derived parameters and completeness of sample for different classes of stars.
Introduction
Since as far as we understand, life can only exist on planetary surfaces, in oceans, or in planetary atmospheres, the question if life exists elsewhere in the universe is closely coupled to the issue about the presence of planets orbiting around stars. This latter issue has been answered positively during the last decade. About 300 extrasolar planets orbiting stars other than the Sun have already been detected during the first productive 13 years of searching 1 , and hundreds, perhaps thousands more, are anticipated in the coming decades. The number of planets have been doubling about every 27 month since the early 90s. Although planets are currently discovered at an accelerating rate, and increasingly at distances greater than 100 pc (e.g. through microlensing), most planets found are something more akin to the gas giant planets in our own solar system and significantly more massive than the Earth (> 5M Earth to < 13M Jupiter , the brown dwarf limit). This is in part due to selection effects, since the most successful methods for discovering individual planets are the radial velocity and the transit methods. From the ground both work best for larger planets. Many also orbit very close to their primaries and/or are found in very eccentric orbits -something which is not thought to be benevolent to the emergence and evolution of life as we know it. The smallest extrasolar planets found so far orbit pulsars, and probably do not provide a good base to address questions about our own Solar System (Wolszczan 2004) . We expect planets where we will eventually find life to be small and rocky -very similar to the Earth and although there exist other possibilities that have been theoretically explored, this idea focus the search very much towards systems like our 2 own. The discovery of an extrasolar terrestrial planet is the goal of many different projects today, through which smaller and smaller bodies are being detected (e.g. Bennet et al., arXiv:0806.0025v1) . Nevertheless, at the time of writing no 'true terrestrial analogues', i.e. an Earth size body in the 'Habitable Zone' has been reported.
Essentially all planned searches for such 'true terrestrial analogues', focus on this so-called 'Habitable Zone' (HZ, Kasting et al. (1993) ), which is very loosely defined as the region around a particular star, where one would expect stable conditions for liquid water on a planetary surface (see section 3.4). The topic is very complex, since many factors unrelated to stellar luminosity could work to produce conditions where water would be liquid. As an example, the Jupiter moon Europa in our Solar system is expected to have liquid water under a layer of ice, where the energy to keep it liquid originates from gravitational interactions within the Jupiter system. A further complication would be to investigate all systems where one could imagine water to be liquid even very locally (scales less than 1 km), such as in the paper by Sagan and Salpeter (1976) , where the authors discuss possible ecologies in the atmosphere of Jupiter. The detection of such habitable conditions would be extremely difficult remotely. All planned searches for habitable planets thus focus on the HZ. This is also the approach of the Darwin and TPF studies -as described below. A key issue in the search for and eventual study of terrestrial exoplanets is where, and around which stars they orbit. It is clear from the studies that have been performed so far, that any searches will have to eventually be carried out around nearby stars if we are hoping to be able to study any planetary bodies found in these searches. It is therefore crucial to analyze the potential targets in order to be able to estimate the chances of success. The refined target list also aids the construction of suitable instruments for the detection of habitable planets. This paper describes the first such process which has been carried out in the context of the European Space Agency's Darwin study. Section two describes the Darwin study and the space mission concept. Section three focusses on the selection criteria and the characteristics of the Darwin All Sky Target Star Catalogue (DASSC). Section four derives three sub-star-catalogues based on different technical designs and shows the influence of the these on the target stars that can be sampled. Section five discusses target selection criteria in details and section six summarizes the conclusions of the paper.
The Darwin and Terrestrial Planet Finder
Space missions
The Studies
Proposed space projects such as Darwin (Leger et al. 1996; Fridlund 2000) and/or the Terrestrial Planet Finder (TPF, Beichman (1998)) plan to search for and characterize terrestrial exoplanets. Here we will focus on the European Space Agency's (ESA) Darwin mission, which has been studied so far in a close collaboration with NASA's TPF-Interferometer (TPF-I). All conclusions in this paper apply also to the latter mission (Beichman et al. 2007 ). The Darwin mission concept consist of a so-called 'nulling' or destructive interferometer launched into space. A nulling interferometer combines the light from several individual telescopes, with appropriate phase delays, in such a way that the light along the optical axis of the synthesized beam is extinguished (Bracewell (1978) Bracewell and MacPhie (1979) ). At the same time, the light from an object offset by a (very) small angle will be enhanced. The size of the angle depend on the distance between the telescopes (Kaltenegger and Fridlund 2005) . By choosing this separation for a particular star, one can search the HZ for planets. The output of a nulling interferometer is an amplitude (usually time variable because of the modulation (Kaltenegger and Fridlund (2005) )). By feeding this light through a spectrograph, the physical properties of the planet can be studied. For reasons of contrast, as well as suitable spectral lines, both the Darwin and the TPF-I studies selected the wavelength range between λ = 6µm to 20µm for operations.
An instrument like Darwin will operate best for nearby stars. In principle an interferometer searching for Earth-like planets is not restricted by distance. However, although the baseline can be adjusted for the required resolution, the integration time will at some distance be unrealistic for a given collecting area. An Earth size planet, located at a distance of 10 pc will have a flux of 0.34µJy at 10 µm. Given that the collecting area of the studies will be undecided for some time, we have chosen to limit our stellar target sample to a distance of 30 pc, representative of the largest instruments considered.
Since no a priori knowledge of the number of stars having terrestrial type planets exists, it is important that one will include as many stars as possible in any target catalogue. A detailed study of the target stars will take time, and since the catalogue is needed for the preparatory technology studies and detailed design work, the determination of an input catalogue has been Target stars for a search for terrestrial planets 3 initiated by ESA. To model realistic observation scenarios, the luminosity, distance and radius of each individual star and the corresponding HZ for Earth-like planets have to be taken into account. Detailed simulations for space based missions that search for earth-like exoplanets critically depend on correct data on the target stars. The resulting catalogue is presented in this paper together with selection criteria and constraints put on sub-catalogue by the technology of possible mission concepts.
The status of the ESA study
The first theme in ESA's so-called Cosmic Vision 2015-2025 scientific plan is "What are the conditions for planet formation and the emergence of life". As a consequence of this, in late 2007, ESA decided to continue studying the technology needed to enable the eventual study of Earth like exoplanets in Habitable Zones. At the time of writing, the planning of this process is ongoing.
As part of this enabling process, ESA has also decided to follow-up the successful French-EuropeanBrazilian CoRoT mission (See ESA SP1306, 2006), which is searching for transiting 'rocky' exoplanets at great distances, with a study of a mission searching for transiting exoplanets around nearer stars. This mission is called PLATO (PLAnetary Transits and Oscillations of stars) with a possible flight in 2017-18, and will provide valuable information that can be used for the actual design of future missions like the Darwin study.
Motivation
Several lists of nearby target stars have been compiled that are related to the topic of this paper, but intended for different purposes, e.g. for the SETI search (Turnbull and Tarter 2003) , Terrestrial Planet Finder Coronagraph (TPF-C, Brown (2006) ), as well as the closest stars to the Sun e.g. Porto de Mello et al. (2006) ; Gray et al. (2003) respectively. All of these groups have used criteria, different from what is required for an unbiased search such as by a Darwin type mission., Turnbull and Tarter (2003) , for instance, concentrate on evolutionary criteria of the targets sampled to establish a list of stars that if harboring planets, could potentially have evolved life that might transmit radio signals detectable by the SETI program. The TPF-C target star sample is optimized for reflected light and thus differs significantly from the presented sample for infrared detections, as explained later in this paper.
Darwin All Sky Target Star Catalogue (DASSC)
The Darwin target star catalogue presented in this paper is a coherent, large, distance limited sample that introduces as few biases (e.g. metallicity, age) as possible.
Description of the DASSC
The preparation of a complete catalogue of candidates from which an operative subcatalogue would be selected -constrained by the actual technical implementation, has been carried out through an iterative process. Interim results from this effort have been previously reported (Eiroa et al. 2003; Kaltenegger 2004) . During the Darwin feasibility study (Fridlund 2000) , a preliminary list of target stars using the Gliese star catalogue as input was identified and used (Legèr and Ollivier, private communication) . This compilation contained a small number of F, G and K stars. Based on the principles discerned from this early work we have now established an extended catalogue, but using instead the Hipparcos catalogue as our starting point to produce an unbiased target star sample.
Parent Star sample
For the very nearby stars we consider here, the Hipparcos data has typical parallax standard errors of about 1 milliarcssec (mas), which allows very precise distance measurements. It also includes accurate photometry (the uncertainty in B-V is typically less than 0.02 mag), and proper motion data, as well as information on variability and multiplicity (Perryman et al. 1997) . We combine the Hipparcos information with data from the 2MASS catalogue (Cutri et al. 2003) and the Catalogue of Components of Double and Multiple stars (CCDM (Dommanget and Nys 1994) ) and the ninth catalogue of spectroscopic binary orbits (SB9). Based on the combined data we derive characteristics like luminosity, radius, mass, effective temperature and the extent of the Habitable Zone for the preliminary targets for the star sample out to a distance of 30 pc from the Earth. The target star list presented was used for the trade off studies of different mission architectures for the proposed Darwin mission (see e.g. (Kaltenegger and Karlsson 2004; for TPF-I configurations see e.g. (Lay et al. 2005; Dubovitsky and Lay 2004) ).
The main DASSC catalogue
For the main DASSC catalogue, we selected all F G K and M stars within a distance of 30 pc (spectral classification of stars without an assigned spectral type is based on the B-V and V-K color index). We established their characteristics as well as derived several key parameters that are necessary for observations and instrument performance evaluation. This lead to the Darwin All Sky Star Catalogue (DASSC). It is a volume limited sample of Hipparcos stars that is magnitude-limited to about V-magnitude (V mag ) of 7.5 (Perryman et al. 1997) and includes stars to V mag 12 (the Hipparcos catalogue is however incomplete between V mag 7.5 and 12).
A number of stars are flagged in the DASSC as being multiple. Systems that are given a multiple designation in the Hipparcos catalogue but not in the CCDM list are most probably spectroscopic binaries and introduce a bias in the data, since the derived parameters assume that the basic information is produced by a single star. Multiple systems found in the SB9 are spectroscopic binaries with orbital solutions. All multiple objects are flagged in the DASSC in order to be able to either exclude them or treat them specially when producing configuration dependent sub-catalogues for models of flight hardware. We use a cutoff of ± 1 mag from the Main Sequence to establish Main sequence character using Wright 2005 (see also Mamajek 2008) (see Figure 1 ). This removes 99 dwarfs and 185 giant stars from our list The resulting sample consists of 1962 identified objects of which 252 are F, 412 are G, 808 are K and 490 are M type stars. Of these objects 733 objects are given in the DASSC as multiple systems (see also below), leaving 1229 stars (of 1354 stars including giants and dwarfs) that are assumed to be single target stars. In total 949 of 2303 stars including giants and dwarfs are multiple systems. Figure 1 shows all single parent stars in the sample including giant and dwarf stars, given in table 3. The DASSC catalogue contains 1229 single main sequence stars of which 107 are F, 235 are G, 536 are K, and 351 are M type (incl 14 M stars with no B-V index, for these stars the calculations are based on the V-K index). Table 1 (full table in 
Multiplicity
Unsurprisingly, many of the preliminary targets are either spectroscopic binaries or have known resolved companions. Multiple stars are potentially interesting targets for searches for terrestrial exoplanets, since various groups have determined that stable orbits exist around multiple star systems. Further, Raghavan et al. (2006) found that about 30% of Extrasolar Giant Planets (EGP) host stars are multiple. It still remains to be investigated exactly what are the constraints under which a given binary can or can not be observed with e.g. a nulling interferometer. A second star in the vicinity, especially within the field of view, induces a high background signal that inhibits the detection of an orbiting planet (this also applies to coronograph and occultation designs). For this reason, all known multiple systems have been removed in the first determination of instrument-depending sub-catalogues. We note that 716 out of the 2303 all sky targets are members of a double or multiple system tagged by CCDM. A further 211 additional multiple systems are flagged by Hipparcos, an additional 22 as spectroscopic binaries in SB9 (Pourbaix et al. 2004) .
Multiplicity is a serious concern for the selection of target stars. A companion star in/near the HZ of a target star probably prohibits the formation of potentially habitable planets. The list of multiple systems in the DASSC is far from complete because not all multiple systems are flagged as being such in the CCDM catalogue (the CCDM catalogue only tags astrometric binaries with an apparent separation larger than about 0.1arcsec). Companions closer than 0.1arcsec are probably spectroscopic binaries (this will be addressed in a future paper). As a first step we have used the SB9 catalogue to exclude known spectroscopic binaries from the DASSC. In the literature, we find the multiplicity fraction to be 57% ± 10% for F, G and K stars (Halbwachs et al. 2003; Lada 2006 ) and 26% ± 6% for M stars (Delfosse et al. 2004) , respectively. In the DASSC we find 57% multiple systems for F stars, 46% for G stars, 35.5% for K stars and 31% for M stars (this excludes the stars with missing B-V index). The spectral classification is done by B-V color, a strategy adopted from (Halbwachs et al. 2003) . Assuming a similar fraction of multiplicity for F, G and K stars, we estimate the number of missing binaries in the DASSC. G stars are missing 11% binaries, K stars 21.5%, which suggests that about 47 of the 247 G single DASSC stars and 190 of the 569 single DASSC K stars should be multiple systems. The F and M star multiple fraction is roughly as predicted within the error bars (see discussion of M stars Section 5.1.2). The missing multiple systems are most likely spectroscopic binaries, most of them at separations smaller than 0.1 arcsec, which puts them potentially in or close to the HZ of the selected stars (see Figure 3) .
Some of the multiple systems flagged in the catalogue could be single stars because the CCDM catalogue also identifies apparent companions and not all stars designated as binaries because of stochastic solutions in Hipparcos are necessarily multiple systems, since other effects could also lead to such solutions (G. Torres, private communication). Thus the list of multiple systems needs to be further evaluated. The DASSC single star list will be investigated to eliminate the existence of another star that can interfere with the nulling process (this number changes with the luminosity of the secondary star) or the stability of a terrestrial planet in the HZ of the target star. Also companion stars found outside the primary field of view of an interferometric design (the interferometric field of view is the same size as the point spread function of the individual telescopes) need to be modeled in order to evaluate the effect of their light on the background level. Not all multiple systems will degrade the performance of the instrument. The apparent separation at the time of the observation will be important to determine the suitability of the multiple system as a target.
Derived parameters
We include the magnitude in J, H and K of stars in the DASSC for an easy assessment of planet to star contrast ratio. Assuming a solar metallicity, we derive the effective temperatures of our star sample from the V-K index (Alonso et al. 1996; Ramírez and Meléndez 2005; Carpenter 2001 ) for the conversion between the 2MASS, Johnson and CST systems. We assume solar metallicity for our sample since the results are relatively insensitive to the actual metallicity and only vary by 30 K for ±0.3 dex (Alonso et al. 1996) . Using the effective temperature we derive the BC (Flower 1996) and the applied corrections. We use the bolometric magnitude to derive the luminosity and radius of the stars in our sample shown in Table 2 . We use the 2MASS catalogue (V-K) index to estimate the spectral class of the target stars with unknown spectral type, and to determine their Habitable Zone (see section 3.4).
The Habitable Zone
For a given planet (assuming a certain atmosphere composition and albedo) the surface temperature depends on the distance from the host star, the luminosity of the host star and the normalized solar flux factor S ef f that takes the wavelength dependent intensity distribution of the spectrum of different spectral classes into account. The distance d of the HZ can be calculated as (Kasting et al. 1993 )
where S ef f is 1.90, 1.41, 1.05 and 1.05 for F, G, K and M stars respectively for the inner edge of the HZ (where runaway greenhouse occurs) and 0.46, 0.36, 0.27 and 0.27 for F, G, K and M stars respectively for the outer edge of the HZ (assuming a maximum greenhouse effect in the planet's atmosphere). These calculations were originally done for F0, G2 and M0 spectra and will be updated for all spectral sub classes (Kaltenegger, Segura and Kasting in prep) . The size of the HZ translates into instrument requirements like the minimum resolution required to detect the system. This is called the inner working angle in occultation and coronograph designs. Occultation and coronograph designs tend to have a set inner working angle based on their mask design while the maximum separation between the individual telescopes of an interferometer design sets the maximum resolution. A free flying interferometer design has the advantage that it is capable of resolving and thus detecting and characterizing planets very close to their stars -like habitable planets around the very large M stars sample in the solar neighborhood. Table  2 and Figure 2 show the radius of the host star and the HZ (equivalent to the Sun-Earth separation) in mas for the DASSC. Figure 3 shows the extent of the HZ and therefore what sub-sample we can probe for habitable planets depending on the 'inner working angle' or resolution of any instrument design. The extent of the HZ does not take the effect of clouds into account. The physics is, however, still very poorly understood, but the consequences should mainly be like: 1. move the HZ toward the star if the cooling reflective properties of the clouds is stronger than their warming effect 2. move the HZ outwards if the warming effect is stronger than the cooling, or 3. potentially extending the HZ in both directions if the water clouds that form at the inner edge of the HZ have a cooling while the CO 2 clouds that form at the outer edge of the HZ have a warming effect.
Completeness of the All Sky Catalogue
The Hipparcos database is approximately magnitude limited, but for later stellar classes, as well as densely populated areas it is incomplete (Scalo et al. 2007 ). We used the RECONS star list 2 of stars within 10pc to evaluate the completeness of our target star sample by comparing the number of stars within 10 pc in the DASSC with the Recons star list. The comparison shows that the F and G star sample is complete, the K star sample is at 73% while the M star sample is only 45% complete.
Using the number of DASSC stars within 10 pc we estimate the completeness versus distance of the DASSC: at 20 pc the catalogue is 80 % complete while at 30 pc it is only 53 % complete. This number is heavily influenced by the missing M stars. Excluding the M stars from the estimate leads to a high completeness at 20 pc and 30 pc of 97 % and 76 % respectively, based on the estimated number of stars per volume using the 10 pc RECONS data set. The slight overestimation at 20 pc can be attributed to a) small number statistics and b) classification of K versus M stars that is based on a B-V color index being less or equal to 1.4 for a Kand larger for a M star. Fig. 4 shows the number of DASSC stars versus distance.
To provide a homogeneous, sample of target stars, we choose not to include data on M stars from individual surveys (see e.g. Reid et al. (2004) ) in the DASSC. Such surveys could provide additional low luminosity M dwarfs to the sample. This biases the DASSC towards the blue end. ESA is developing the GAIA astrometric survey mission for a planned launch in 2012. This mission is expected to provide parallaxes down to 200 µarcsec for objects brighter than R-magnitude 22 within 1.5 years of mission time (eventually during this mission, a precision of 20 µarcsec will be reached). Thus, we expect that this will complete our knowledge of nearby stars out to at least 30 pc and for essentially all stars of class K and M. The eventual goal is thus to have a complete homogeneous catalogue for all main sequence stars down to and including class M, out to this distance. We note in this context that one of the purposes in preparing the current catalogue is also to provide input for supporting preparatory observations that will induce a further in depth characterization of the target star sample. For the late K and M stars, data on multiplicity, precise stellar type, rotation and metallicity are very incomplete. Thus modifications of the Darwin catalogue will be implemented as such data becomes available in a continuous process. The important point concerning the limiting distance of the host star is the flux level we expect to receive from the planet. An Earth-like planet in the HZ is assumed to have a T ef f of 300± 50 K, which will determine its IR flux. In the visible the planets reflects starlight, a fraction of which, depends on the stellar luminosity, the star-planet distance and the planet's albedo. The 30 pc distance limit is imposed by the planetary flux that will be observable with reasonably sized instruments, and is not a limit due to the apparent star-planet separation: A planet in the HZ of an M star has a smaller apparent angular separation at 30 pc, than a planet in the HZ of an F star at 30 pc. IR free flyer interferometers can adjust the baseline of the configuration to the individual target star observed.
Sub-catalogues derived for study specific architectures
Additional selection criteria will very likely be added because of constraints caused by the design and actual flight configuration of the instrument. Depending on the specific design, different parts of the sky will be accessible and sub-catalogues need to be derived for these. The actual target star list of a given subcatalogue can also influence the choice of technical implementation. As an illustrative example, the original designs for the Darwin study assumed that the separate telescopes making up the interferometer are deployed in such a way that scattered (Sun-)light will not enter the light paths. When the individual telescopes and the beam combiner are all situated in the same plane, this implies that the optical axis of the synthesized beam of the interferometer can only be turned a maximum of ± 45
• from the anti-solar point along the ecliptic. A configuration developed later (the so-called 'EMMA' architecture) where the beam combiner is flying at a large distance away from the plane of the light collecting telescopes, instead, allow a pointing circle of ± 71
• · 8 around the anti-solar point. While this appear to offer a greater sample of target stars, nevertheless the issue of greater technical complexity and other observational technicalities need to be traded off before a choice of either of these (or perhaps even more efficient architectures) is selected. We have flagged the accessible stars of the two mentioned sub-catalogues (± 45
• , and the EMMA) in the DASSC, and below we describe the consequence of selecting either of these sub-catalogues as well as one sub-catalogue that is based on an inner working angle limit of 75 mas.
The Darwin ± 45
• sub-catalogue This configuration is a design that allow to access ± 45 • along the ecliptic plane. The ± 45
• constraint discussed in this section derive from the actual spacecraft mechanics/design, of the initial version of Darwin (Fridlund 2000) . It is only one of several and depend on the actual configuration chosen ultimately. It is discussed here for mainly two reasons: 1) It is a minimum selection that provides enough objects to fulfill mission requirements 2) It provides a nice model to demonstrate how these criteria affect scientific objectives (which is our main concern in this paper) and can thus guide further refinement. We find that 4.2 The EMMA ± 71.8
• sub-catalogue
The EMMA configuration is a design that allows to access ± 71.8
• star sample. We find that
• 1178 of the 1229 single all sky target stars are inside of the ± 71.8
• cone, forming this particular target list, • 343 of the 1178 target stars are M stars, 514 K stars, 217 G stars and 103 F stars • 36 of the 1178 stars are known to host exo-planets.
Inner working Angle 75 mas sub-catalogue
This selection shows how an inner working angle influences the star sample. 75 mas was picked as a realistic value for some coronagraph designs. We used the equivalent Sun-Earth separation as the cutoff for the stars in this sub-catalogue. If the whole HZ (including the inner edge of the HZ) should be probed, that would require an inner working angle smaller than 75 mas for the stars selected -to find a planet.We find that
• 89 of the 1229 single all sky target stars have a radius of the HZ bigger than 75mas • 3 of the 89 target stars are M stars, 12 K stars, 21 G stars and 53 F stars.
• 10 of the 89 stars are known to host exo-planets One should note that the sample is significantly smaller for the occulters/coronographs. This is of course due to that the number of stars where the HZ is inaccessible rises rapidly both with distance and with the intrinsic faintness of the later type stars.
Discussion

Issues for target star selection
Spectral considerations
G stars are historically considered to be the prime targets for a search for habitable planets. However, the results of exo-planetology and astrobiology during the last decade implies that a wider selection of targets stars should be made. Since planets have now been found around essentially all different stellar types between class F and M, the target sample should reflect this. Further, considering habitability, it is now generally thought that the main issue is the ability of water to remain liquid on the planet's surface. This requires a relatively dense atmosphere. There is nothing a priori excluding any spectral type from the catalog based on this requirement. This includes all types having a main sequence life time long enough to allow the processes known to have occurred on the Earth to take place, viz. F -M. For a detailed discussion of habitability of earth-like planets around host stars of different spectral type (F,G,K and M) and detectable biomarkers in their atmosphere for the Darwin mission, we refer the reader to Segura et al. (2003) , Segura et al. (2005) , Selsis (2002) , and Scalo et al. (2007) . The evolution of biomarkers in the Earth's atmosphere during different epochs have been investigated by in respect to instrument requirements. The important issue is of course that research into evolutionary sequences of terrestrial planets will require sequences of stellar ages in the catalogue sample (Eiroa et al in prep). 
M stars
Especially interesting in this context are the red dwarf stars of class M. They are the most common of stellar objects and are thus found in great abundance close to the Earth. Nevertheless, they have been questioned as possible host stars for habitable planets because of their faint luminosity, requiring a planet to be very close to the star in order to be within the HZ. This latter aspect may force the planet to have bound rotation (Dole 1964) , which could lead to processes where key gases freeze out on the dark side. Red dwarf stars also are prone to flare activity orders of magnitude higher than anything our Sun has experienced since the T-Tauri stage prior to the epochs when life arose on the Earth. Such activity could inhibit the emergence of life and its subsequent evolution. Further, the high levels of particle flow associated with strong flares could strip significant amounts of atmosphere from a terrestrial planet irrespective of the strength of the planets magnetic field (Lammer, private communication). On the other hand, it has been demonstrated, through detailed modeling, (Joshi et al. 1997; Joshi 2003 ) that even rather thin atmospheres could be sustained without freezing out. Many issues remain to be clarified, but at least planets have been discovered orbiting red dwarfs (Udry et al. 2007 ). To observe Earth-like planets in the HZ around a given star, the thermal flux will to first order be constant for a given planetary size, while the reflected stellar flux will scale with the brightness of the star. The suppression of the primary's thermal emission will, on the other hand, be progressively easier for later and later spectral types. For main-sequence stars, the star to planet contrast ratio is a factor of about 3 more for F stars, 3 less for K stars and about 11 less for M stars compared to the sun-Earth contrast ratio in the Johnson N band (Ducati et al. 2001) . Surprisingly enough, it may thus be easier for the IR interferometer concept to detect a habitable Earth around an M-Dwarf than around an F star.
Free flying interferometric systems like Darwin and TPF-I can be adapted to each individual target system. The baseline of the interferometers have to increase to resolve M star planetary systems but this has already been taken into account for the current designs. Contrary to the interferometers, the current design of different coronographic concepts will have a minimum inner working angle due to the mask, favoring a wider separation between planet and host star like e.g. for F stars. The inner working angle translates into a minimum separation needed between a planet and its host star in order for the former to be detectable. This selects against M dwarf stars in such a way that if these targets turn out to be very important a (nulling) interferometer is the only viable option.
Early type stars
In any kind of unbiased survey, it is necessary to be extremely careful in the selection. In the context of missions searching for worlds like our own, this has led to a number of different criteria (Turnbull and Tarter 2003; Brown 2006; Porto de Mello et al. 2006 ), being applied. Usually, when the goal is habitability, the studies focus on solar type stars, including or excluding M-dwarfs depending on the arguments for and against (see previous section), but essentially always excluding early type stars. The argument for this is of course the short main-sequence life time, being of the order of 500 million years for an early A-type star. Here we put forward a somewhat different argument. The number of early type stars within the volume searchable with contemplated instruments is relatively low. Statistically, they will therefore not allow anything to be said of eventual non-detections. On the other hand, the time span for the origin of life on the Earth was maybe as short as 10 million years. This means that it would be both interesting and -because of the brightness 3 and low numbers available within the search volume -not very time consuming to include them into the catalogue. We therefore suggest that stars earlier than class F can be introduced into the search catalogue. We have included these stars in Table 3 .
Hosts to EGP
Within 30 pc, 55 stars are known to host EGP with orbits that bring them within the field of view of the Darwin interferometer and are part of the DASSC. Of these, 37 are part of the single target star sample, 36 stars are part of the Emma target star sample, 25 of the ± 45
• cone design, and 10 of the 75mas inner working angle design. Some of these systems can be used to calibrate instruments -especially for EGP whose effective temperature can be determined with e.g. Spitzer already now. In addition characterizing these EGP systems should bring interesting results and allow the understanding of planetary systems with giant planets, and thus give clues to formation and composition of EGP. Several groups are working on the dynamical stability of terrestrial planets in the HZ in those systems (see e.g. Lunine (2001) , Raymond et al. (2006) , Sándor et al. (2007) ), making some of the systems targets for habitable terrestrial planet search. Dynamical stability, formation scenarios and atmosphere calculations can be verified by observation of such planetary systems with the Darwin mission.
Number of stars required
It is essential to have a certain number of targets stars to derive conclusions for detections or non-detections. This is a key problem when designing an instrument that can detect and study terrestrial exoplanets. The ESA Terrestrial Exoplanet Science Advisory Team (TE-SAT) have come to the conclusion that (Fridlund et al., 2008, in preparation) -while just one detection of an Earth analogue, with or without the detection of biomarkers would constitute a remarkable result -the desired result is 15 detected systems with terrestrial analogues. This number would allow conclusions to be drawn with respect to the boundary conditions under which rocky planets are formed in the inner parts of planetary systems, the boundary conditions for formation and evolution, the actual evolutionary pathways -at least in a rudimentary way -and finally increase the chance of being able to discuss habitability. If we assume a 10% planet fraction similar to the observed EGP fraction, a minimum of 150 stars need to be observed to detect 15 terrestrial planets. Even though the frequency of extra-solar terrestrial planets can only be guessed at the moment, we believe that a sample has to consist of at least > 150 stars in order to be able to derive conclusions -particularly as what concerns non-detections.
Conclusions
In preparation for space missions searching for terrestrial planets among nearby stars we have established a target star catalogue of such objects. The list -designated the Darwin All Sky Star Catalogue or DASSCwas created starting from the Hipparcos catalogue, and then taking into account other relevant catalogues. It currently contains a sample of 2303 identified objects of which 284 are F, 464 G, 883 K , 615 M type stars and 57 stars without B-V index. Of these objects 949 objects are flagged in the DASSC as multiple using Hipparcos, CCDM and SB9. 185 of the objects are giant stars and 99 are flagged as dwarf stars, and the remaining 1962 stars have 733 multiple systems leading to a final DASSC sample of 1229 single main sequence stars, (107 F stars, 235 G stars, 536 K stars and 351 M stars) , where the size of the bolometric Habitable Zones have been identified. We have discussed elements of the target selection and the completeness of the DASSC, as well as the influence of factors like multiplicity and the presence of Extra solar Giant Planet host stars. We have also shown how from the DASSC one can derive configuration dependent sub-catalogues. We have done this for three technical designs, the initial baseline design, the advanced Emma design as well as a catalogue using an inner working angle cut off. The DASSC will be the starting point for a multi-year effort studying the stars from all possible aspects with ground-and space-based assets.
At the time of launch of a mission like Darwin or either of the TPF interferometer or coronographic versions, a prioritized list taking into consideration constraints imposed by the actual flight configuration, will be prepared based on the DASSC and the knowledge gained from a ground-based effort. The full catalogue can be obtained from one of the authors (LK) by sending an e-mail to lkaltene@cfa.harvard.edu. Number of DASSC target stars versus distance for the three discussed configurations a) the initial ± 45 degree cone and b) the Emma ± 71.8 degree cone configuration c) 75mas cutoff inner working angle (solid color: all sky targets, stripes: sub-catalogues)
